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*Presented at the Swedish Treebank Symposium, Nov 28-29, 2002, Växjö University, Sweden.*


Rydin S (2002). Building a hyponymy lexicon with hierarchical structure. In: *Proc of the SIGLEX Workshop on Unsupervised Lexical Acquisition, ACL'02, 26-33.*


**TMH-QPSR, KTH**

_Speech, Music and Hearing — Quarterly Progress and Status Report_

From 2001 and on, TMH-QPSR is published on line only. Nevertheless, Proceedings from Fonetik 2002 was printed and published as Volume 44, 2002.


http://www.speech.kth.se/qpsr/tmh/#V43


http://www.speech.kth.se/qpsr/tmh/#V43


* Centrum för talteknologi (CTT): Centre for Speech Technology

New Releases Tagged “Chapter Books”.

Most Read This Week. More most read this week Chapters: Interactive Stories is an app with dozens of interactive stories for players to choose from, ranging from horror, to romance, to fantasy and more! You get to make the choices! Here is a list of all current stories that have been released in the game. Books under this category are written by Chapters Originals team with the exception of Terror Island, One of Us, and The Family Secret. They usually only have one chapter and several of them have multiple endings, ranging from 4 to 9 endings. Looking for a really good book? Save 40% off our top selling books from Canada’s biggest book retailer. Free shipping and pickup in store on eligible orders.


Chapters break the overall book topic into sections. Each chapter in a book is related to the overall book theme, and chapters are found in many book variations and genres, such as nonfiction, fiction, academia, law, and more. The concept of a book chapter is to allow the author to break up the work, and for the reader to digest the material in increments, or chunks that are both understandable and memorable. After all, most readers aren’t going to go through 30,000 or more words in one sitting. They need mental breaks. The templates for chapters in edited books are shown below, for print books, electronic books, and books with DOIs (either print or electronic), respectively:

